The economical Big-Lifter is similar to Bruno’s popular Curb-Sider®. Stand near the bumper or curb, connect the docking device, push a button and the Big-Lifter lifts the mobility device. Whereas the Curb-Sider automatically rotates and stows your mobility device, the Big-Lifter requires you to manually rotate and guide your scooter or powerchair into your vehicle. Often a caregiver is needed to operate the Big-Lifter.

- Power lifting and lowering for effortless operation
- Fold-down lift head allows partial 3rd row seating or extra space when mobility device is not present (optional quick release pins required)
- Vehicle-specific bases for precise installation
- Offset post design allows loading of mobility device from side of the vehicle
- Potential to reinstall in another applicable vehicle*
- Eligible for auto manufacturer potential rebates*
- 3-year limited warranty

* Contact Bruno dealer for details.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Lifting Capacity: 400 lb (181 kg)
Vehicle Types: CUVs, hatchbacks, minivans, pickups, SUVs, full-size vans

Learn more at www.bruno.com

MADE IN USA
BIG LIFTER FEATURES

Custom docking devices.

Power lifting and lowering for effortless operation.

BIG LIFTER OPTIONS

- Optional exterior hand-held control package. (not pictured)
- Quick release pin allows lift head to fold down

Back-Off easily removes back of mobility device to fit into shorter vehicle openings.

Driver side placement.
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